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keygen.Trending N. Korean Spy Soars Past Chinese Secret Service South Korean intelligence agencies have helped China

track North Korean fugitives, but the country's government is now bringing its own secret agents into the North's
airspace as the illegal border crossings have increased. By Michael J.W. Stickings| Sep 08, 2013 | 12:32 PM Seoul, South
Korea South Korean intelligence agencies have helped China track North Korean fugitives, but the country's government

is now bringing its own secret agents into the North's airspace as the illegal border crossings have increased. South
Korea unveiled a new generation of its spy aircraft at an air force base near Seoul on Monday, including an aircraft that
will follow North Korean fighters and intercept them when they cross into the South. The latest device adds a new layer
of vulnerability on the front line of the divided Korean Peninsula in the face of a rising threat from Kim Jong Un's regime.
South Korean intelligence officials told the AP that North Korea is using the trickier southern side of the shared maritime
border, which is known as the Demilitarized Zone. Some 1.2 million North Koreans have fled the communist nation since

the 1950s, most of them illegally, crossing into South Korea. "The situation is getting worse each day. We have been
notified that North Korea has 300 to 500 armed guards hunting for North Koreans who are attempting to illegally cross
the border," a South Korean intelligence official said. The latest generation of Seoul's spy aircraft is called "Shimushin,"
or "Bright Falcon," after its North Korean appearance. South Korean President Park Geun-hye was shown an improved

version of the weapon during a ceremony at the U.S. air force base in Osan, where the spy aircraft were presented. Park
noted that the new spy plane was designed to be easily transportable and could fly quickly, like a hummingbird. But she
also said its technology was the equivalent of "a nuclear bomb." South Korea also unveiled a new version of the radar-

evading drone, called Shilae, which has been on the market in secret since 2007. The drone has stealth capabilities that
are said to make it the "world's most advanced intelligence reconnaissance aircraft." "When you think of intelligence
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